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In the author’s words: “An arrangement of hyperplanes is a ﬁnite collection of codimension one subspaces
in a ﬁnite dimensional vector space over some ﬁeld. Arrangements occur in several branches of mathematics: in the study of braids and phase transition, in wave fronts, in hypergeometric functions, in reﬂection
groups and Lie algebras, in coding theory, in the study of certain singularities, in combinatorics and group
theory,and in spline functions.” This survey of arrangements begins with a set of modern deﬁnitions and
proceeds with a brief treatment of the combinatorial background required (lattices, the Möbius function,
the Poincaré polynomial of a lattice, etc.). Successive chapters deal with combinatorial algebras, lattice
homology, the topology of the complement of an arrangement over complex numbers, the cohomology of
the complement, the algebra of diﬀerential forms, recent developments in the study of the topology of the
complement, free arrangements, and reﬂection arrangements. The treatment is highly topological rather
than purely geometric, in contrast to the classical work of B. Grünbaum on arrangements. The present
survey draws heavily on the work of V. I. Arnold, E. Brieskorn, P. Deligne, M. Falk, T. Kohno, K. Saito,
H. Terao, T. Zaslavsky and the author’s own research.
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